Biology is the theme of this issue of IEEE Design & Test. In graduate school, a long time I worked on the acceleration of things that used to be considered compute-intensive, such as compilers. Then I was involved in the acceleration of fault simulation through special purpose hardware.
None of these efforts was successful. Advances in general purpose computing technology outpaced that of acceleration, so our speed advantage shrank by the time these accelerators were ready. Since work today is leveraging general purpose hardware like GPUs and FPGAs, this shouldn't be a problem. But a bigger problem was that our target applications were for a limited market, so the investment in developing acceleration wasn't worth it. Maybe we can find some other things out there with a vast number of users that we could accelerate. Perhaps in the future, we'll see ads like the following.
Spending days doing your taxes? Buy WarpTax, our accelerator for filling out your income taxes, with our patented F-CPA technology! Hundreds of iShade processors will scour your computer, the cloud, and the web for your receiptsVjust like the NSA does! Has April 14 come around and you haven't started yet? Don't worry. Buy two WarpTaxes. Buy three. They scale! Get WarpTax today, and never file another request for an extension.
Thanksgiving getting you down? Is that careful planning needed to get the turkey in on time getting you worried? Wish you could microwave the bird? SuperOven can get your turkey done in less time than a baked potato! Never worry about everything getting done at the same time again. SuperOven with multiple cookers inserts thin heating elements into the cavity, accelerating cooking. Your turkey will be cooked inside and out. Your guests will be amazed and envious! Act now and get a discount on our self-carver. Don't sharpen that knife, let the probes burst through the breast of the turkey and leave it perfectly carved. You saw it in Alien, now use it in your kitchen. Buy SuperOven and make cooking Thanksgiving dinner as easy as ordering takeout.
Writers: Are those revisions taking too long? Writers know that the first draft can be written quickly. It is doing the revisions and the editing and the rewriting which take all the time. Two drafts, three drafts, ten draftsVwe've all been there. We can't help you with your plot or characters, but our GPU (Grammar, Paragraphs, Using the right word) can speed your revisions. Thousands of processors handle each paragraph in parallel, and each processor contains multiple cores which handle word choice, adherence to standards, spelling, and paragraph flow in parallel also. And we've just introduced our cliché checker, which cuts through your clichés like a hot knife through butter. Plus our passive verb-checking app add-on will be mailed to you with the order you place.
There must be plenty of other opportunities for acceleration out in the real world. I'd buy that last one in a second. In fact, I wish I had it right now. h Direct questions and comments about this department to Scott Davidson, Oracle, M/S USCA 16-107, 4160, Network Circle, Santa Clara, CA 95054 USA; scott.davidson@oracle.com.
